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This paper .deals with the problem of estimating the para-

meters of economic relationships when some of the obser-

vations are incomplete but'the sample selection rules are

not violated. The models considered include classical

multiple regression, generalized regression (with special

attention to autoregressive disturbances and seemingly

unrelated regressions), and recursive systems. In each

case we examine the possibility of extracting information

from observations with missing measurements and then

analyze suitable estimation methods.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of estimating the parameters that characterize economic or

other relationships when some sample measurements for certain variables are

missing has been attracting the attention of statsticians and econometricians

for a number of years. Some of this attention has been directed at situations

in which the omission of incomplete or missing observations leads to a selec-

tivity bias in estimation.1 Most authors, however, have been concerned with

situations in which it is reasonably safe to assume that discarding incomplete

or missing observations leaves the sample selection rules unaffected. In

this paper we also restrict ourselves to the situations in which the under-

lying stochastic structure of each model that we consider is not changed by

the fact that some measurements are missing.

Past studies dealing with the general topic of missing measurements

under an unchanged sample selection rule can be divided into two broad

categories. In the first category we find attempts to fill existing gaps

*Thc research reported here was sulpported in part by a' Faculty Research
Fellowship of the University of Michigan, and in part by the U. S. Department
of Labor, Contract No. B9M6-1057.

1 See, c. g., Heckman (1977) who provides a very insightful formulation

of this problem.
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in a series of observations on some variable of interest. Typically--

though not exclusively--such observations are thought to be in the form

of a time series, and the gaps are filled by the use of some approximation

scheme. Commonly the approximations of the missing values are derived by

invoking ad hoc the existence of some related series for which all obser-

vations are available. The one or more related series are then used to

predict the missing values of the variable of interest. The estimation

of a relationship in which this variable may be involved is of only sec-

ondary concern to the authors of the papers in this category. The seminal

paper of this kind appears to be that of Friedman (1962), later followed

by uiow and Lin (1971). An approach utilizing spectral analysis suggested

by Doran (1974) was criticized in a further paper by Chow and Lin (1976)

who consider the absence of a related series to be a highly artificial

situation. Dagenais (1973) considers the problem of filling gape in the

measurements of one or more explanatory variables of a multiple regression

model, and makes the simplifying assumption that there exist: auxiliary

relationships involving the explanatory variables of the model.2

The authors of the second category of papers are primarily concerned

with incomplete observations in the context of the problem of estimating

the parameters of some given relationship without any additional prior

information in the form of auxiliary relations. An early leader in this

category is the paper by Anderson (1957) wAchooses to treat the missing

measurements as unknown parameters to be estimated along with the other

parameters of a multivariate normal distribution. This or a similar ap-

proach is common to a number of papers whose content is .ummnfrized and

further extended in a series of papers by Afifi and Elashoff (1966, 1967,

and 1969). Among other topics, the authors discuss certain '"zero-order"

and "first-order" methods of estimating the regression coefficients on

the basis of various substitutions for the missing measurements. A formal

study of some of these methods is presented in Kelcj ian (1969) ; comiputa-

tional results and some further derivations are given in Beale and Little

Afurthcr simplication introduced by Dagenais (1973) is discussed
be lo.
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(1975). Further, Sargan and Drettakis (1974) study the problem of incom-

plete observations in the context of an autoregrcssive model and prove an

interesting lemma concerning maximum likelihood estimation. Finally,

- -e 2,. Gilbert (1977) = a discussion about estimicing a

regression model (or an equation belonging to a system of simultaneous

equations) from a mixture of annual and quarterly observations.

In what follows we consider the problem of estimating the parameters

of an economic relationship when some observations are incomplete or miss-

ing, when the omission of incomplete or missing observations leaves the

sample selection rule unaffected, and when no auxiliary relations are

assumed to exist unless justified by theory. In Section 2 we discuss the.

estimation of a multiple regression model for which all classical assump-

tions are satisfied. Section 3 extends the discussion to the generalized

regression model. The results obtained in this section are then used to

deal with regression models characterized by autoregressive disturbances

(Section 4) and with seemingly unrelated regressions (Section 5). Finally,

in Section 6 re consider the estimation of a recursive system, which is

interesting since it represents a situation where the existence of an

"auxiliary relationship" is clearly santioned by prior theoretical rea-

soning.

2. CLASSICAL MULTIPLE REGRESSION MODEL

Consider a regression model

(2.1) y = Xi + e

Miere y is a (nxl) vector of values of the dependent variable, X is a

(nxK) matrix of values of the explanatory variables, 8 is a (Kxl.) vector

of unknown parameters, and c is a (nxl) vector of unobservable stochast:ic

disturbances. Further, in accordance with the specification of The clas-

sical regression model it is assumed that c is normally distributed wi th

E(c) = 0

E-c ( 121I
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The explanatory variables are thought to be non-stochastic or, if stochas-

tic, distributed independently of e.

Nissing measurements on X

Let us now suppose that of the total of n observations only n
C

(n < n) are complete while in the remaining n = n - n observations

the values of one or more of the explanatory variables are missing. In

this case we may partition X and y as follows:

[x*] 'y*

(2.2) X = , y =
o o

LX y

where X* -+ (ncxK) is a matrix of measurements on X corresponding to the

complete observations, and X + (nmxK) is a matrix of measurements on X

with at least one value in each row missing. The partition of y conforms

to that of X but there are no missing values. In the first part of our

analysis X is taken to be non-stochastic.

To estimate s, we may apply the least squares method to the set of

complete observations to obtain

(2.3) S* = (X*' X*) -I(X*' y*)

Under the conditions of the classical regression model this estimator has

all desirable properties given the sample information used. Its variance-

covariance matrix is

(2.4) Var-Cov(S*) =o?(X*'X*) .

If all the values of X were available, the least square, est imator of fi
would be

(2.5) ' B = (X'X) (X'y)

with the variance-covariance matrix given as

(=o -l

- o2 (XA,'X* + x0'x0)-1
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The loss of observations clearly involves a loss of efficiency. Formally,

(2. 7) Var-.Cov (6*) - Va r-Cov (S) = 2 [ (X*C'X*)~ - (X'X~I

which is a non-negative definite matrix. 3

We may wish to examine the loss of efficiency in greater detail by

considering a regression model with two explanatory variables:

(2.8) Y. = 8 + 82Xi2 + $3 X. 3 + c. i 1, 2, . .. , n.

Suppose that n measurements on X are missing. Let (* be the least squares
m 32

estimator of B2 based on the complete observations only, and let B 2 repre-

sent the least squares estimator of B2 that would be obtained if all n

observations were complete. Then, using (2.4) and (2.6), we find

Var( ) (m 33+ c 33)(1 - r23)
(2.9) =

* - - 2

where m = (X. - X,) 2

33 i3 3C

n nnc _= cnm ,._ -oX 2 V +_ - 2)
33 n 3 3 13 3

m

The summation subscripts 'c" and "m" refer to complete and missing values,

respectively, and X* is the mean of the available values and X° the mean
3 3

of the missing values of X3. Further, r23 is the value of the coefficient

of correlation between the two explanatory variables based on compl]ete

observations only, while r 2 3 is the value of this coefficient: .if no mea-

surements on X3 were nissing. It follows then that the losn of efficiency

due to the missing measurments will be smaller,

(1) the smaller the number of incomplete observations;

(2) the smaller the gap between the mean of the observed and the mean

of the missing values of X3 ;

(3) the smaller the dispersion of the missing values; and

(4) the higher the correlation between the two explanatory variables

in the in compl~e te se t o f observa tions .

3 See Goldberger (1964, p. 38).
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The first three of the above points apply also in the case of a

simple regression model and thus offer no surprise. The last point re-

flects the fact that an increase in the correlation between the explanatory

variables increases the variance of the estimated coefficients and thus

mitigates the loss of efficiency as a result of discarded observations.

Of course, the exact extent of the loss of efficiency depends on the

missing values--which are not known but could be estimated as .indicated
A

below.

The obvious question to be answered is whether or not the incomplete

obser.ations contain any information about the regression parameters that

could be used in their estimation. To find this out, we take the approach

of viewing the missing values of the explanatory variables as unknown

parameters to be estimated along with the regression parameters. This

can be most conveniently accomplished in the framework of maximum likeli-

hood estimation. Let us consider the model with two explanatory variables

presented in (2.8) in a situation where n of the n values of one of the

explanatory variables, say X3 , are missing. If we denote the missing

values X. by F.3, the likelihood function for the n sample observations

can be written as

(2.10) L = - n- log(27r0 2 ) - [ (Y. - -- SX. - X.) 2 /2
2i 1 2 2 3 3

mC
- (Y . 8Xz,- S3 i3) 2 /(2Q2)(y 1 2 )23i

where, as before, the .;ummation subscripts c and n refer to compJ etc and

incomplete observations, repsectively. The first-order conditions for

maximization of L are:

(2.lla) (Y. - I) - ;,X.- X. )+ (Y. - Pl - SX . - ) = 0
c 1 i 12 3 13 m i 1 2 12 3 i3'c m3i3

(2.11b) tX. 2 (Y. - 3l - X,- t 3X. 3 ) + [X. (Y, - 6- . - 8 ) -=0Q
cm

(2.11c) YX. CY. - 13 - 13X. - 3X. ) + YX. (y - 13 - 13 X - (3 E ) =0--i3 1 1 2i12 3 13 ' 13 i 1 2 12 3 i3'
Cm

-4Sec' Knenta (1971, p. 339).
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A A A AA 1 .. )
(2.lld) 63 (Yi - S1- 2xi2 ~ 3%ie) 0 , L = nc+1, .... , n).

From (2.lld) we obtain

A A A
(2.12) .. z (Y. -R1 - 82 X.2 )/ 3

A
By substitution for. in (2.11a) through (2.llc), we find that the maxi-

mum likelihood estimates of the regression coefficients obtained in this

way are exactly the same as the least squares estimates (and, equivalently,

the maximum likelihood estimates) based on the complete observations only.

Thus we have, to conclude that the incomplete observations provide no addi-

tional information about the regression parameters in this case. All. that

can be gained is an estimate of the loss of efficiency obtained from (2.9)

by utilizing the maximum likelihood estimates of the missing measurements.

Let us now turn to the situations where the explanatory variables

are stochastic and independent of s. Since the mathematical expeccation

of each of the missing values is equal to the mean of the respective ex-

planatory variable, we could replace the missing values by the respective

sample mean of the available values. If we then apply the least squares

estimation to all n observations thus complete, we obtain the zo-call:d

zero-order regression estimator. Alternatively, we would replace each

of the missing values by parameters that would differ from one explana-

tory variable to another but would remain unchanged from observation to

observation. These parameters would then be estimated along with the

regression parameters. The resulting estimation is called modified zero--

order regression estimator.6 Neither method utilizes any new information

in addition to that provided by the complete observations, and thus

neither is of special. interest to us.

An entirely different approach to the problem of incomplete obser-

vations in estimating the parameters of a multiple regression model is

adopted by Dagenais (1973). Dagenais extracts additional informati'on

5

~See Afifi and Elashoff (1967).

Ilbid.
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from incomplete observations by postulating the existence of an auxiliary

relationship between the explanatory variables with missing values and

those with all values recorded. The procedure suggested by Dagenais in-

volves replacing the missing values by the least squares predictoi:s ob-

tained from the auxiliary equations, and estimating the regression co-

efficients by the generalized least squares method. The author claims

that the resulting estimates have all the desirable asymptotic properties.

There is an obvious difficulty in Dagenais' approach in that, with-

out any theoretical underpinnings, the auxiliary relation between the ex-

planatory variables estimated from complete observations may be peculiar

to the available sample values and need not extend to the observations

that happen to be incomplete. But even if the auxiliary relation did in

fact extend beyond the set of available measurements, the procedure re-

commended by Dagenais yields estimates that are, under all reasonable

circumstances, biased. The denmonstration of this proposition, along with

a simplified exposition of Dagenais' approach, is given below.

The classical regression model with incomplete observations presented

in (2.1) and (2.2) can also be written as follws:

(2.13) y = [X Z) L +C

L2 j

or

y* X* Z* t

(2.13a) [+
y J X° Z L°2S

L z

where X* +(nxK 1 ), Z* + (nxK) , X0 + (nxK1 ), Z0 
-+ (nxK2 ), + (K xl),

S (K 2x1), c + (nex1), and c- + -(n xl). Note that, in accordance with

our earlier specification, ' = [' a'], = [-c*' c'], and K = K + K
1 2 1 2

All elements of Xo are missing; all other sample values of the regressors

and of the dependent variable are recorded.

The auxiliary relationship involving the explanatory variables is

postulated as

(2.14) X= ze+v
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or rr -,
(2.14a) L i =+ Lo

where 0e-r (K 2xK 1) ,v - (nxK 1 ) , v - (n xK ) , and v0 + (n mxK l) . The rola-
tions2p 1'

tionhipin (2.14) is thought to satisfy all assumptions of the classical

regression model. Further, e and v are assumed to be mutually independent

To complete the missing values of X, we replace X° by X° , which is decfinedi

as

(2.-15) X° = Z°

where

(2.16) =(Z'Z*-l'Z*

Substituting for X-% from (2.14a) we get

(2.17) X° = Z 8 + z(Z*' Z*)].Z*,im
= Z8+Av*

where the definition of A is self-evident.

The regression parameters are now to be estimated from

(2.18) y = [X Z] -+c

or, in partitioned form,

(2.18a)A+

Note that replacing X° by X° results in replacing e° by E°. Since

y1 2

=(X" - V) '.+ Z +t

1 1 2 2

where
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O o A
(2.20) v = x ~x

= v° Av*

we have, from (2.13a) and (2.18a),

(2.21) E° = E£+ v°1 -Av* a

To apply the generalized least squares estimation method to (2.18),

we have to determine Q = E(WE) .

Now

[E(c*c*') E(£*So' )I

(2.22) S = I
L E(s0s*') E('OsO')J

where

E(7°o ) - o2 T + E(Av*Q3 'A') + E(v 0° ?vR. 1.t 1 1
or, in Dagenais terminology,

- + L() 21 )

Then, writing (2.18) as

(2.23) y =Ws +c

where

W _ [X Z],

the generalized ]east squares estimator of is

A , A ^t-1

(2.2)1( " )~W~~

(2.254) (W W))(1=c
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= E

Z*' c* + i' E

Now,

E (X*' e*) = 0

X°' Eo)= E[Z°0 +Av*]' [ e° + v° - Av* 3( )1 1

= E(v*'A'Av*s 1 )

E (Z*' *)=0-

E (Z© ',°) =0

Therefore

E(v*'A'Av* 1)

(2.26) E(W'c) =
0

which is different from zero.

Dagenais' derivation of his proposed estimator is based on the asser-

tion that 7

(2.27) X°=_0 ,°8+ v
0 --

instead of

XO = 7 O° +

as we suppose. But the assertion in (2.27) would be true only if either

8 = e or if the orthogonality of X and v went beyond the available values

of X and Z. Both eventualities are clearly very unrealistic.

Missing measurements on Y

Let us again consider the model given in (2.L), partitioned as

- o"C 4 ~ o L o

Suppose now that X* and X° are available but y°is missing. An obvious

way of replacing y' would be by using the least squares predictor of y

obtained from the available complete observations. The equation to be

7See Dagenais (1973, p. 320).
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estimated would then be given as

y* X* *

(2.28) [ ] = 9 + [z]

where

y = X 

and

1-1

= (X*'X*) (X*'y*)

If we apply the ordinary least squares method to (2.28), we obtain

y*

(2.29) = (X'X)X'[

A

Using the definition of aLd y above, we get

'=(X'X) [(X*'X*)- + (X° 1X )]

Thus the application of the least squares method to (2.28) yields the

same result as the least squares esimation based on the complete obser-

vations only.
. o ^ 0o o -o

Since replacing y by y results in replacing c by ' , we may

consider estimating (2.28) by generalized rather than simple. ] east. squares.

To this end, we have to deter-mine

C C E:EE

Now since

E= y - X

= X (s - B)
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it follows that

021 32B'

L02B a2BB'

It is easy to show that Q is a singular matrix. Therefore, the generalized

least squares method cannot be applied to (2.28).

3. GENERALIZED REGRESSION MODEL

The model to be considered in this section is the same as the re-

gression model of the preceding section except for the specification of

the variance-covariance matrix of the disturbances. Specifically, we

postulate

(3.1) y = X$ + c

where the dimensions of thc vectors and matrices involved are the same

as in (2.1) bit now

E(ce') =

Again, we consider the case of missing measurements on X and on y in turn.

Missing Measurements on X

If some of the measurements on X are missing, we. use the partitioned

formulation

(3.2) = -

where the asterisk refers to the n complete observations and the circle
c

superscript to the nm incomplete observations. The matrix X0 has at

least one element in each row missing. The corresponding part itioning
of the Q matrix is
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L £ =EEOj
SEtC--EE

11 12

L 21 22LZV
2 11 v12

v21 23L.

The estimation of the generalized regression model can frequently be sim-

plified by noting that there exists a nonsingular matrix P + (nxn) such

that

(3.3) PVP' = I

so that (3.1) can be rewritten as

(3.4) Py = PXS + Pc

where

E(Pcc'P') - a 2 1

Further, in accordance with the partitioning of the V matrix, P can be
8

partitioned as

(3.5) P =

S21 P22

so that (3.2) can be rewritten as

P 0 y* P 0 X* P 0 E;c

(3.6) 
2
j1L2 L+

-- P1Py1 P P XV O P P cO
. 21 22 21 22 L J21 P22 y

or

(3.6a) P1 1 P* = + p 1e*

(3. 6b) P21 y*+ P2 2 y ( 2 1X + 2 2 X0 ) + (21 e+P 2 2 ~

In accordance with the above result, the application of the gener-

alized least squares method to the complete observations is, then equiva--

lent to the application of the simple least squares method to (3.6a).

8 Se Riddell (1.977).
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This gives

-1
(3. 7) = (X*' P' P X*) (X*' P''P 1 y*)

11 11 11 11

-1X -1 -1
= (X*VX*) (X*'V y*)11 y

and, for a nonstochastic X,

(3.8) Var-Cov(3*) = a2(X*'P';P 1 1 " )
11 i11

U( 11X

If all observations were complete, the generalized least squares would be

(3.9) = (X'P'PX)l(X'P'Py)

= (X'V1X)1(X'V1y)

and its variance-covariance matrix would be

(3.10) Var-Cov(3) = a2(X'P'PX)~

= o2(X'VlX

The loss of efficiency as a result of omitting the incomplete observations

could be examined by applying the analysis of Section 2 to the transformed

equations (3.6a) and (3.6b).

The question concerning the potential information about the regres-

sion parameters can again be approached by viewing the missing values of X

as. unknown parameters to be estimated. The estimation can be carried out

by maximizing the following log-likelihood function (condit ional on initial.

values of y if applicable)

(-3.11) L = - -- nlog (2fro 2). - log det (V)

- (y - XS)'V_(y - X )
202

or equivalently

(3.l1a) L~ t- log (2u2 *i) + lgdet.. PP

- ---L. [(P 1 1 y* - P ' X*S)' (P1 1y* - P11 XAS)

+ (P2 1 y* 2 1X3)( 2 1 * P2 1X)
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+ 2(P21y* - P2 1 X* )'(P 2 2y° - P2 2X°R)

+ (P2 2y° - P2 2 X°)'(P 2 2y° - P2 2Xs)1.

By differentiating L with respect to the unknown parameters, including the
0

missing elements in X , we could derive the appropriate maximum likelihood

estimator of $ and check whether or not it differs from the maximum Jikeli-

hood estimator based only on the complete observations. This will be done

in connection with the seemingly unrelated regression model discussed in

Section 5.

Mising measurements on y

Let us consider now the specification of the generalized regression

model in (3.2) in the case where there are no missing values in the X

matrix but the values in y° are not available. Under these circumstances

we may replace y by its generalized least squares predictor y derived

from the complete observations. Now from (3.6b) we have

(3.12) P 1 y* + P2 y0 - (?u +
21 y+P22y°= P21 X+22 x

~Wo
Solving for y , we obtain the- following formula for the generalized least

squares predictor of y°, 'which is the best linear unbiased predictor under

the specification of the model :

- o o~ --
(3.13) y =X°3 - P2 2p 2 1 (y*

o~~. -1X -. P 2 P 2 c*

= X"B+ 21V31.

where * is the vector of generalized least squares residuals pertaining

to the complete observations.

We may now try to obtain an improved estimator of 6 by applying the

generalized least squares method to

'Our formula represents a slight generalization of the result ob-
tained by Coldberger (1962) and Riddell (1977). The same result is also
given in Schim van der LoefEf and Leclers (1975) .
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(3.14) = [;i + [§
First we note that

(3.15) °0 =- yO -.0X 4 VZ rllCy* - X 3* X°

21--.X
= X(~- E ~- 2 1 V1 1 -[x: (O* - )+ -

-1X- V V1X*)(X' VX* X* V- +ir-V VI

There fore

FE*E*' Edo
(3.16) S2= E

ELc*' E

= a2  GV1 1

which is singular. Thus, generalized least squares estimation of (3.14)

is not possible. The same conclusion would be reached if y° were repl nc e

by any predictor that. is linear in c*. We could, of course, estimate

in (3.14') by ordinary least squares, but then the resulting estimator

would be identical td the least squares estimator obtained from the comn-
plete observations only.

4. REGRssIo:1 NODEL WITH AUTOREGRESSIVE DISTURBANCES

In thi secti n w ealwi th i ncomplenteor missngoberaton i
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(4.2) C(t) = pc(t - 1) + u(t) (0 < p2 < 1, t = 1, 2, ... , n)

u(t) ti NO, a2j

u

E[c (t -1)u(t))

E(0) ti

Note that in this

(4.3) E(ce')

N(0, 2/(1 - p 2 )]
u

case

= a 2 V

1

1

n-1
p

n-2
pp

n-1
p

and the transformation matrix

1 - p2

p

n-2 n-3
p p

P, for which PVP'

- . ii

I, is given as

0

-0

0

1

0

0-p

(4.4) P =

L.-

0 -p ... 0 0

0 0 ... -p 1

so- that the application of the least squares method to

(4.5) Py = PX3 + PE

would lead to estimates of a that are equal to those obtained by the ap-

plication of the generalized least squares method to (4.1).

Missing observations

Consider now a situation where some observations are altogether

miss ing so that the series of values of y and X have gaps. Suppose that

of the n possible sample observations only n (n < n) are available. We
(ch C

define a "deletion matrix" D - (n xn) , which is formed by deleting from a
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unit matrix of order n those rows that correspond to the missing observa-

tions.1 Premultiplying both sides of (4.1) by D, we obtain a regression

equation that is applicable to the available observations. The best linear

unbiased estimator of 6 then is

(4.6) -1 -l4. = [X' D' (DVD') DX] (X' D'(DVD') Dy]
and its variance-covariance matrix is

(4.7) Var-Cov(3) = a2['X'D' (DVD')~DX]

When all observations are available, the transformation in (4.5)

leads to a simple formulation in non-matrix notation as follows:

(4.8)
K

/(1 -7p2) y=) 1(1 _ p2 ) Xk(1) k + v(1 - p2 ) c(1)
k=1

K

y(t) - py(t - 1) = Ij[X(t) - PX(t-1)I6k + u(t)
k= 1

t = 2,3,...,n.

When some of the observations are missing, the above simple trans formation

has to be modified. Suppose that there is a single gap of p periods after

the r-th observation. Then the appropriate transformation is

(4.. 9) ( - p2) y1) =
K

k=1

y(2) - py(1)

y(r) - py(r-1)

r+1
y(r+p+1-) - p y(r)

k=l

K

k=1

K

k=1

1(1 - p2) y )g + 1(1 - p 2) c (l)

[X(2) - pX (1)B)6k + u(2)

[X(r) - pX(r-1)]$k + u(r)

[K(r+p+l) - pr+l(r)) + u*(r+p+.1)

1
0 See Kapteyn and Wansbeek (1976) .
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K

y(r+p+2) - py(r4 p+l) = [Xk(r4p+ 2 ) - pX (r+pl)]k + u(r+p+2)
k=l

K
y (n) - py (n-1) [X(n) pXk(n-1) ]k + u(n)

k=1

where

u*(r+p+l) = u(r+pi-l) + pu(r+p) + ... + p u(r)

Since

, _ 2(1 _ 2 (p+1) I_ 2

Var [u*(r+P+1) ] = a2 [l - p 3/1' - p2 )
U

the system in (4.9) is heteroskedastic. To rectify that, we multiply both

sides of the equation containing u*(r-+P+-l) by

41 - p2)/[l - P2 (P4.l)

In the preceding discussion we presumed that the value of p is

either known or can be readily estimated. This is, of course, the case

when all observations are made at regular intervals and none are missing.

When there is a gap in the series of observations, estimation of p becomes

somewhat more complicated. Perhaps the easiest way of getting a consis-

tent estimate of p under these circumstances is to use the ordinary cant:

squares residuals, e(t), and then use the following formula:

r(4.n1r 2 n
(4.10) p - [ e. e + e e ] /[,L e +Y e e ])

t .1 )- ett-1 =_7 - 1t--l t ' . -J
t2 t=r+p+. t=2 t=r1p1-

Alterna-tively, we could estimate p along with a and o2 by maximizing the

log-likelihood function

(4.11) L = - log (2ic 2) - log det. (DVD')

1(Dy -- DXS) '(DVD' )~ 1 (Dy - DXB).

202

An associated problem when som~e observations are missing is that of

testing for the absence of autoregression. With missing observntions the

traditional Durbin-Watson test is 'no longer strictly appli cable. llowever,
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recent results of Savin and White (1976) indicate that the distortion

seems to be relatively mild.

Hissing measurements ony.

When sone measurements on y are missing but the corresponding values

of X are available, the missing values of y could be replaced by their

respective predictors based on the complete observations. The formula

for the best linear unbiased predictor of y in the generalized regression

model is given in (3.13) above. Its adaptation to the regression model

with autoregressive disturbances is quite straightforward. If only one

value of y is missing, say the one indexed by (r--1) , then the best linear

unbiased predictor of y(r+l) is

K
(4.12) y (r+l) = Xk(r+l)Sk + pe(r)

k=1

where the V's are obtained from (4.6)--or (4.9) adjusted for heteroskedas-

ticity--and c'r) is the generalized least squares residual corresponding to

the r-th observation. If there are p consecutive values of y missing, the

best linear unbiased predictor will be

(4.13) y(r+ii))6k + P c(r) (i = 1, 2, . .. p)

k=1

The predicted values of y could be used to replace the corresponding

missing values of y, and the resulting set of n observational points could

then be used to estimate the regression parameters. However, as shown in

the preceding section, the generalized least squares estimates based on

these observations are indeterminate, and the least squares estimates are

identical to those obtained from complete observations only.

5. SEEcINCLY UNRELATEDl REGRESSIONS

A set of two seemingly unrelated regressions can be presented as

(5.1) y1 = X1 % c

y2 = X2 B2 + £2
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where y1 + (nxl), X + (nxK), S + (Klx1), E + (nx1), y2 - (nxl),

2 ->- (nxK 2 ), '2 -(K 2 x1), and E2 -+ (nx1). Each equation is thought to

satisfy all assumptions of the classical regression model, and in particular

E(E E') = a1 I

E(E2 a2 2 '

Further,

E(e 1 E2) =a 1 21

The system can be compactly written as

(5.2)

[2 0 X2 2

E1

2

To allow for possible incomplete or missing observations, we further

partition (5.2) to form

0X 0 E
l1 1 1-

y0 X 2 2

(3i2 2 2

where, as before, the vectors or matrices marked by an asterin;k arc com-

pl~q!e whereas those with a circle subscript may have some or all elements

missing-. For each equation we specify the number of complete observations

as n cand those possibly incomplete or missing as n . The variance-

covariance matrix of the dLsturbances in (5.3) can be presented as

x1I

0

a121

o

0 a

Li1

o 
ar2

(5.4) gi =

.21 
0

o 
1 2 1I

20

0 022

J
0 Q 121
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Iissing observations

Suppose all values

(5.3) reduces to

.1 1

(5.5) y2 = 0

oO

2

or, in compact notation,

in y and X1 are missing so that the system in

0

2

x2

LB2 J
+ E2

0
C2

(5.5a) y =X3 + E

where now

Q = E(cE')

aTyI

0211

0

012I 0

022I 0

al22
22

and the best linear unbiased

(5.6) 8i=(X' X ) (J1X'

estimator of a is given by

-1 -1
Var-Cov(a) = (X'^ X)

Thus the unequal number of observations for the two equations appearn to

present no difficulty in applying the generalized least squares estimation.

Missing measurements on h

We consider now the situation where one column of values of X°is

missing. The question then arises as to the amount of informati on con-

cerning S contained in the incomplete observations. To examine this

question, we restrict ourselves to the model with two explanatory vari-

ables (and no constant term) in each equation, since the generalization

"This is pointed out in Schmidt (undated).
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to models with a larger number of explanatory variables is Obvious. The

system in (5.3) then specializes to

(5.7)

1 l 11

+X°8 +°

+ 2222 +e

+xS +CO22 22 2

Y2

0 21 21

Suppose now that the values of X are not available. We may re-
12

gard the missing values of X as unknown parameters 1:o be es timated
12

along with the 5's, and set up the log-likelihood function as

(5.8) L = -n o; (2n)-- log det. (S2) - -(y- ) My-X8

whereXZ is considered to have been replaced by 1?_ Now, maximizing
122

L with respect to a and C12 is equivalent to minimizing

(5.9) CY Y-)

d A 2 ( y X..*Xfl%1  X (Y1312
22 l 11 11 X12 12 )'(y l

121T1 (2 1-X 2-21 21

x2 1 1 1 - %12 r 1 2 )'(2 - 21 21

-x 2?.3a 2 )

22 22

+ aly

t"
+C1 y

21 x 1 2 1

21 Xf 2 1

- X0 2 3) s(yo

-721.?21.

_ 0Q+ o2 2 (y° xSI(y°

where

A=1I a 2 2 -62

11 22 12)

Differentiating S with respect to 1l2 and putting the result eqjual to

zero yields
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(5.10)
A

y 1 - X.I- 12 12

A

( 1)(y 2 - x 1 x
22 211 222*2

Substituting for F12 from (5.10) into (5.9), differentiating the resulting

expression with respect to the Q's and putting each derivative equal to

zero, we obtain the following:

22 22 1 12 l'X2

(5.11) = l')1

L i (12 2X11( 2 + 22 -
°12

x

° 2 2 (X~'y) - 6 1 Z (X1 y2)

r012(X2'y2*) 

+

2
012

0l (X y2 + X2 y2) 22 (X ty) I
But this is exactly the same result as that obtained from the application

of the general :zed least method to the complete observations only. Thus

we are led to the conclusion that the incomplete observation contain no

additional information concerning the regression parameters and may be

discarded.

6. RECURSIVE SYSTEM

A simple form of a recursive system may be presented as follows:

(6.1)

(6.2)

where

y.. fSx. 4 E

x. = az. + .

E . N(0, 0 )1 N 11

£2. 't N(0, 022)

I]. = I

E (t 1 ) = E(c 2 1 O..) 0
l IJ 1a-j( / )(i /i)
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and the disturbances in the two

Further, z is nonstochastic or,

of the stochastic disturbances.

are missing and we have only n
c

problem is to cstimate 3.

As the first estimator of

cstimator based on the complete

equations are mutually independent.

if stochastic, distributed independently

We suppose that some sample values of x

(nc < n) complete observations. Our

we consider the simple least squares

observations only, i. e.,

(6.3)
c c

where the summation subscript c indicates summation over complete obser-

vations only. The mean and variance of this estimator are

(6.4) E( ) = + E[ x.E 1 J/ x .I
-1 li i

C c

since x and E are independet.

Further

(6.5)
A 24

Var(t) = E[I x.E ./: x.]
c c

= a E[1/ x.)
1 1 E - 2

C

An alternative estimator of 6 can be constructed by replacing the

missing values of x by their least squares predictors based on equations;

(6.2) and obtained frcn the available observations. Thus

(6.$) x. = az.

= ([ x.z./j z )z.
C c

and

(7)=' + 2 ^2
(6.7) = [ xiy. + X xiy.}/[ x + x.]

1 i
c m c m

where the summation subscript m indicates summation over all observations

for which x 1s not measured. Here
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R 2 ^2
(6.8) E(S) = + E{ x.(x. - x.)/[x.+ x.]

1 1 1 l

This estimator is biased but asymptotically unbiased. Further

2= 2E ^i ( ^x 2 x2 + ^2 2
(6.9) E( - = x.(x. - x.)]I[{ x + x

ii i i a.
mn c mn

+a E[1/Ix. + x.)111 1
C m

^ 2 ^ 2
Asymptotically E($ - 5) will tend to approach E(3 -Q ) but in small.

samples comparisons between the two mean square errors are difficult to

make.

As the third estimator we consider the indirect least squares

estimator. By substituting for x from (6.2) into (6.1) we obtain

(6.10) y. = aaz. + (c. + 2i)
1 ~li 2

= 6z. + c.
1 1

Then the indirect least squares estimator of a is defined as

(6.11) =/6/a

where 6 is .a least squares estimator of 6 in (6.10) and a is a least

squares estimator of a in (6.2). Specifically,

(6.12) 6 = z. y.z.)/( z + z )
1 1 1 1 1 1

C m C m

and

. ^ 2
'(6.13) a = ( x.z.)/( z.)

c C

The mean of this estimator is

(6.14) E(S) =LB[1 + E(Y x.z.)/(l x.z.)](I z,)/( z + Iz;)

This estimator is thus also biased although asymptotically unbiased.

Its small-sample mean square error is dif ficul t to deterine.
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The results on the three estimators, though not conclusive, never-

theless indicate that the simple least squares estimator based on complete

observations only is not necessarily inferior to the other two estimators

which use the incomplete observations as well. Further study is needed to

determine the circumstances under which any of the three estimators con-

sidered would prove to be superior to the other two.
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